
Letter to a City of the Future
Dear Southampton,

Look at you now.

Once you were a city which was attractive for what it was close to, not what lay within.

A city to move through, not linger.

Unique for the fragments of ‘special’ which could be found amongst so much new and bland.

Once you were a city whose creative graduates left, immediately, for other places.
Or after a while, when opportunities here did not emerge…

Once, artistic activity thrived but only hidden under stones,
invisible unless one knew where to look, how to hunt…

Look at you now!

Artists are visible, present, confident.
Artists’ projects are commonplace.
Artist-led organisations are numerous.
You listened and you learned, from all the suggestions made, the calls, the communities which engaged to help form 
and mould what you have become.

You trusted - that artists knew their city, understood what they were doing, believed in solving problems and 
changing the world.

You looked, really closely, and you saw that we come in all shapes and sizes, skills and artforms, older and younger, 
from every kind of background, from here and from other places.

You recognised that artists are not afraid. We do not fear change but embrace it. We saw not limitations but 
opportunities.

You asked us who we are.
You asked us what we think.
You asked us what we need.
You asked what we see.

You enabled us
You empowered us
You were willing
You were keen

You spent time with us.
You included us.
All of us.
Even those of us, you and we, didn’t know where there.
You assumed you did not know it all.

You gave us space
You allowed us access
You helped us to overcome the tricky processes we found daunting
You opened up all the opportunities for showing our work to audiences and making it for sale.
We came with open minds, and worked hard, to improve these places and make creative spaces for others and for 
ourselves.
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You made things possible by paying us
You made ‘creative work in exchange for exposure’ …taboo.
You saw all the invisible work we do.

When we worked unpaid,
When we gave our time to you,
When we lost our evenings and weekends to build something special here
You made sure our labour was visible, recognised, counted.

You opened your mind
And let go of old ideas and systems
Where there was hierarchy - you built bridges and invited us across
Where there was elitism - you created transparency

You allowed us - no
You invited us
to take risks
to try out the new, the untested, the vulnerable
You created the space for us to experiment, to dare…and fail
For us to spectacularly fail
For us to fail and to learn

You let go of commissions with prescriptive outcomes, offering spaces inside tightly drawn boxes
You opened up possibility for new ideas, different voices, utterly different models for doing things.

You looked at where the power lies and who gets crushed between that rock and this hard place.
And you changed things.
You embraced it all.

You connected us.
You connected us all.
You connected us to you.

And oh, what we have brought you, what we have been able to show the world, what we have opened up here.

We...
evolved.
We changed and grew together. Hand in hand.
We passed on expertise, and nurtured those who came after us.
We welcomed newcomers.
We welcomed everyone.

We never thought we’d solved it. We never rested on our laurels.
When things went wrong, kindness helped.
When there were disagreements, generosity eased it.

We have all shared in making you what you are now.
Bottom-up and top-down

Southampton,
Look at you now.

Love from the Artists.


